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I. A REVIEW OF SOME OF THE CURRENT PRAC'l'ICES IN TEACHING 
READING APPLICABLE TO JUNIOR H IGH SCHOOL 
In our land, as soon as a new settlement sprang up on 
the frontier, one of the major concerns of the populace was 
to build a school for the children. To teach the children to 
read was the objective of that elementary school. First, sec­
ond and third grade teachers recognized reading as their all 
important goal. 
This is still true in a land grown infinitely complex, 
and the teachers of the primary schools have become increas-
ingly adept reading teachers. 
In the last half-century, educators have become more and 
more aware that being able to recognize words isn't all there 
is to reading. Nor should teaching reading skills be limited 
to a place in the primary grade, nor even in the elementary 
schools. We need to learn to emphasize the "developmental or 
vertical nature of growth in reading abilities, typical aims 
and activities at various levels, that reading is a complex 
of various activities and that these abilities grow, at least 
through junior college." 1 
1. David Russell, Children Learn to Head, Ginn and Co., Bos­
ton, Mass., 1949, p. 46. 
2 
In addition to teaching the few who could be spared from 
the daily requirements of family life as in pioneer days, we 
now try to teach all the children. And as child labor has been 
restricted, we filld more and more youth enrolled in school. As 
educators, we are responsible, not only for basic skills in elem€n-
tary schools for all, and a broad program for most of the youth 
of the land in high schools, but for an increasingly large number 
in colleges. This means teaching the youth of the land to read 
up to the limit of their capacity. And our goals broaden as our 
programs do. "The heart of the matter lies in the development 
of intellect, of character, and of personality through reading 
2 
activities." 
Very commonly, it has been assumedthat by the time children 
enter Junior High School they have learned to read. And the school 
curriculum is so set up that instead of a definite period set aside 
for imstruction in reading skills, they are given courses in Eng­
lish, Science,Social Studies, Mathematics, and are expected to 
�aster those c�ntent subjects by the old assign-study-recite-test 
cycle. We are only recently coming to recognize that the discourage-
ment and failure resulting from this method could be partially elim-
inated, and certainly minimized, if all teachers of all subjects 
continue to teach the pupils how to read. 
2. George Stoddard, "Basic Issues, 11 Appraisal of Current Prac­
tices in Reading,W. S. Gray, ed; University of Chicago Press, 1945. 
v. 61, p. 8 .  
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"A child must be taught how to read problems as well as how to 
solve them. 113 
Junior High School for most children is a pre-adolescent 
period. In order to fit the program in reading to individual 
differences, an. understanding of the phy sical development, 
characteristic reactions and special needs should be considered. 
The general pattern often gives better understanding of the de­
viate. A list of these characteristics from "These Are Your 
Children" by Jenkins, Shacter, and Bauer is helpful: 
nPhysical Development: 
A resting peri od, followed by a period of rapid growth 
in height and then in weight; this usually starts some­
where between t he ages of 9 and 13 ; boy s may mature as 
much as two years later than girls. 
Secondary sex characteristics beginning to develop. 
Rapid muscular growth . 
Uneven growth of different parts of the body . 
Enormous but often capricious appetite. 
Characteristic Reactions: 
Wide range of individual differences in maturity level 
among th is age group. 
Gangs continue, though loyalty to the gang is stronger 
in boys than in girls. 
Interest in team games, pets, radio, comics; marked 
interest differences between boys and girls. 
Much teasing and antagonism between boy and girl groups. 
Awkwardness, restlessness, and laziness common as a re­
sult of rapid and uneven growth . 
Child approaching adolescence often becomes over-criti­
cal, changeable, rebellious, uncooperative. 
Interested in activities to earn money . 
3. Ruth Strickland, "Types of Reading Development Needed in 
Primary Grades," Improving Reading in Content Fields, ed. W. s. 
Gray, University of Chicago Press, 1947, v. 62, pp. 43-47. 
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Special Needs: 
Knowledge and understanding of the physical and emotion­
al changes about to come. 
Skillfully planned program to meet needs of those who 
are approaching puberty as well as those who are not. 
Warm affection and sense of humor in adults; no nagging 
or condemning or talking to them. 
Sense of belonging an d acceptance by peer4group; creasing opportunities for independence. " 
in-
To be able to fit the reading program to the individual's 
needs, the teacher must know the individual. Standarized tests 
are used very widely and can give valuable information. The 
main questions for the teacher to ask herself are: What does 
this test test? Is it vocabulary , rate of reading, comprehen­
sion of general idea, or something else? Sample copies of the 
various tests are available and the teacher should acquaint her­
sel f with these, in order that the test she chooses will give 
her the information she is seeking. 
We find a wide variance of maturation levels in Junior High 
School, and a wide range of abilities. When we give these tests 
we need to ask: 
"Has the child had an opportunity to learn the experi­
ence I am testing? 
What are the child ' s  emotional burdens? 
Have I interpreted tests as a part of the total pattern? n5 
Flans must include an enrichment program for meager back-
grounds. 
4. Gladys Jenkins, Helm Shacter, William Bauer, These Are 
Your Children, Scott , Foresman and Company, New Y�rk, 1949, p. 5 .  
5 .  Madelaine .Mershon, "Information Needed About Pupils in 
Middle and Upper Grades, "  Improving Reading in Content Fields, 
W. s. Gray , ed. , University of Chicago Press, 1947, v. 6 2 , pp. 75-
7 8. 
In an ordinary Junior High School reading program the 
diagnostic procedure may be as follows: 
"l . An intelligence test 
2. A silent reading test yielding several scores 
3. An oral reading test 
4. A chart for testing vision 
5 .  An informal hearing test 
5 
6. A form for the recording and analy sis of study habits 
7 .  A careful study of each pupil's cumulative personnel 
record 
$. A brief case report matllli summarize findings. 116 
If group procedures are unsuccessful, very often individ­
uals will require special help. The problem of disability is 
in degree. In one sense, all of us are remedial cases as no 
one is able to do his best at all times.. But for those special 
students whose mental age is mature enough that successful 
reading habits can be expected but are not present, extra help 
should be provided. In city school systems there are usually 
psychologists, counselors, and special classes for severe re-
tardation, with expert teachers in charge. 
A study made at the University of Bridgeport shows how 
group guidance can be used as a help to overcome reading dif-
ficulties. Case histories, conferences, tests, and school 
records were used for diagnosis. Health and personalities 
were studied and needs met; educational and vocational guidance 
6. Arthur Traxler , "Appraisal of Techniques of Helping Poor 
and Disabled Readers in High Schools and Junior Colleges, " Ap­
praisal of Current Practice in Reading, V. 61 , p. 143. 
6 
was given. The result appeared to prove that improvemet of the 
whole personality is necessary, as reading deficiency is only 
one symptom of maladjustment.
7 
Group and individual guidance is 
alogical part of the program :h'r a reading clinic or laboratory. 
The diagnosis from standardized tests can usually tell the 
teachers in general "how well the child can read and how much 
8 improvement can reasonably be expected." Other suggestions 
for knowing the needs and capabilities of the child are: con-
ferences with the �arent and with other teachers; conferences 
with the child, Whicre may bring out his special intersts, 
drives, and incentives. Emotional, social, and personal prob­
lems also contribute to reading�ifficultie s. 
For the ordinary classroom there may be needed just the 
day-by-day attention to reading skills taught as the need a­
rises. Some of these skills are: 
1 .  The teaching of word recognition 
a. Sight words 
b. Phonics 
( 1. ) Word analysis skills 
( 2. ) Syllabication 
c. Context clues 
d. Kinesthetic method (tracing writing) 
2. Developing a meaningful vocabulary 
a. Background of experience 
b. Wide reading 
7.  Gladys Persons and Mary Grumbly, "Group Guidance in the 
Programs of a Reading Laboratory", Journal of Education Psy-
chology, v. 41 , pp. 405-416 . 
� 
8. Esther Swenson, "Improving Reading in Content Fields", 
Supplementary Education Monograph, W.S.Gray, editor, Univer­
sity of Chicago Press, 1945 , vol. 61 , pp. 78-82. 
c. Explanation and discussion 
d. Use of dictionary 
e. Study of prefixes, suffixes, roots 
3 .  Reading in thought units 
a. Phrase reading 
b. Punctuation marks 
c. Comprehension of larger units-paragraphs, entire 
selections, books 
4 .  Specific comprehension skills 
a. Finding answers to specific problems 
b. Skimming to get total impression 
c. Reading to grasp main ideas 
d. Reading to follow sequence of events 
e. Reading to note and recall details 
f. Ability to follow printed directions 
g. Development of critical reading ability 
h. Remembering 
i. Listening 
5 .  Development of study skills 
a. Learning to locate information 
(1) Use of index 
(2 )  Reference works 
(3 ) Table of contents 
b. Learning to read graphs, charts, maps 
c. Outlining and summarizing 
6. Increasing rate of reading 
a. When to read fast 
( 
b. When to read with caution
9 
Methods of teaching are suggested in the outline above. 
An interesting and informative article by Paul Witty describ­
.ing the techniques of teaching illiterate soldiers in war­
time also shows how these same procedures can be applied to 
the classroom. He suggests: 
"l. Have a definite objective 
2. High motivation and interests 
J. Careful study and continual guidance of the individual 
4. Use of functional methods and material in small classes 
5 .  Wide application of visual aids 
6. Hygienic conditions insuring the sense of security and 
general well-being 
7 .  Provisions for success and progress 
8. Use of thoroughly trained instructors.1110 
Under these conditions, soldiers learned to read in an 
amazingly short time. His conclusions were: "Effective instruc­
tion in reading is based on successful home and school cooper-
ation - in readiness; meaningful from inception; stress skill 
in every subject; functional vocabulary in every area; fit 
range of ability; part of language arts program; remedial in­
dividual instruction for extreme retardation; audio-visual 
11 
material to enrich and extend experience. "  This seems to be 
essentially sound. 
9. Adapted from AlbertJ.Harris, How to Increase Heading Abil­
ity, Longmans, Green and Company, New YO'rk, 1952, Chapters IX, 
X, XI, pp. 284-406. 
10 . Paul Witty, "On This We Agree," National Education Associ­
ation Journal, March 1951, v. 40, pp. 187 -88. 
11 . Ibid. , p. 1 89. 
To develop an extensive reading program for any group, 
the first and most important consideration is abundant mater-
ial to read. Teachers used to raise their eyebrows over any 
re�ding below the class ical standards and some still do, par­
ticularly at high school and college levels. The studies on 
9 
'free' reading seem to agree that "rapid easy reading improves 
12 
both reading ability and reading tas te . " Magazines are valu-
able aids to building up an interest in wide reading. Materials 
must be provided that are interesting to the present type of 
student and that are at about his reading level. In addition 
to a varied selection of textbooks, library books, magazines, 
encyclopedias, dictionaries, and other reference materials, 
publishers have been occupied with supply ing other aids to the 
teaching of reading. There are available workbooks to accompany 
many basic readers and social studies textbooks. These are of 
value in specific cases, but should be examined carefully by 
the teacher in order to get a clear idea of what they purport 
to teach . The practice of using workbooks as a modern idea of 
' seat work' or ' busy work' is generally frowned upon. Lists 
and descriptions of workbooks favored by Albert J. Harris are 
listed in hi� textbook, "How to Increase Reading Ability . 1113 
Other aids for the teacher are published lists of books ar� 
ranged to show children's interests at various levels. There 
are others such as Terman and Lima, "Children's Rea ding. 1114 
12 . W. E. Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reading, Garrard 
Press, Champaign, Ill. , 193 9 . , p. 99 . 
13 . Albert J. Harris, op. cit�, pp. 403 -5. 
14. Lewis Terman, and Mary Lima, Children's Reading, D. 
Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1 93 7. , pp. 96-268. 
10 
Vocabulary lists are available for each grade level, in-
eluding words needed for mastery of content subjects such 
as mathematics and science. 
While individualized instruction may be an ideal way 
to achieve our purpose as reading instructors, it is more 
common and more economical to use grouping within the class­
room for all but the most severe reading disability cases. 
One main objective must be kept clearly in mind - success 
and progress for each child. We must begin where the child 
is and proceed from there. 
Fifty years ago all reading was taught as oral reading. 
There are some experiments, notably, the McDade Non-oral Read­
ing, 1 5  which would omit oral reading entirely. This swing of 
the pendulum was designed to correct the faulty habits that 
were obviously caused by too much reading aloud to the tea-ch-
er. There seems to be a general agreement now, however, 
that some training in oral reading is good. According to Horn 
and Curtis in an article in the 48th Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, these are the occasions 
when one is called upon for oral reading: 
"l. Reading a]()ud in a family, among friends, or to 
children. 
2. Reading to inform or prove a point 
3 .  Reading a report, or announcement , set of resolu­
tions, or an original paper 
4. Reading to oneself to enhance appreciation, as in 
reading poetry 
15.  James McDade, Essentials of Non-oral Reading , Plymouth 
Press, Chicago, 1941 . 
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5 .  Reading in chorus, as in church . nl6 
In summarizing the results of much reading in the field 
of the newer approach to reading instruction, I WJuld like to 
use the following form prepared by E.  W .  Dolch at the Univer­
si ty of Illinois. It was meant to be scored as indicated. I 
have scored it according to what I believe would represent 
the ideal school program , as nearly as we know it in 1953 . 
Dr. Dolch's own conclusions were, that in order to be valid, 
the morale of the school need be very high or the scoring 
would not be honest; that there would be general disagreement, 
that the point is not who is right, but what is effective; 
that Such a survey would lead to experimentation; that all 
real improvement in teaching must come from the teachers who 
do the experimenting and become convinced by experience. 
A SELF-SURVEY17 
These sheets are for a self-survey of the program for 
the teaching of reading in y our school. They present state­
ments which are true for many school systems. To make the sur-
vey , put in front of each item a letter to show which of the 
following is true for that item in your room or school: 
(a) Largely true 
(b) Partly true 
(c) Would like to do this but cannot 
(d) Do not believe this shou ld be done 
16. Ernest Horn and James Curtis, "Improvement of Oral 
Reading" 48th Yearbook of lli Nati onal Society for the Study 
of Education ,  Part IIu University of Chicago Press , 1949, p. 25 5 .  
17 . E .  W .  Dolch, "Self-Survey of a School Program for 
Teaching Reading, "  Elementary School Journal, v .  3 0 ,  Dec. 1949, 
pp. 23 0-23 3 .  
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I. Beginning Reading 
(a) A.  Beginning formal reading delay ed until each child is 
sure to succeed 
(a) B. Ample reading-readiness materials and activities are 
provided 
II. Basic Reading Series 
(d) A. The series is suited to the unfavored schools, rather 
than tre favored and to the lower half of the class 
rather than the upper. 
(d) B. When there are reading ability groups, the book used 
suits the lower end of the group rather than the upper. 
(a) c. On completing each book, each child is tested for 
mastery of its vocabulary . 
(a) D. For those who have not mastered the book, there is a 
review instead of going right on to t he next book. 
III. Grouping of Children in Rooms 
(a) A. Because its centers of interest or units en able the 
whole roo m to work together as a single group, the 
basic reader is used at the s3me time by the whole 
room, with special help to the slow to enable them 
to profit.  
(a) B.  If  the basic reader is used at the same time by the 
whole room , the poor readers have extra reading peri­
ods with easier reading materials. 
{a) C. In each room t here are reading groups at different 
level s with different reading books used for each. 
{d) D. One basic series is used, the slow gr:roup following 
the f ast through the same material. 
IV. Workbooks and Seatwork 
{a) A.  The workbooks, aside from general supervision, free 
the teacher for work with the reciting gr:oup. 
{a) B. Other types of seatwork are also provided. 
V. Teaching Method of Primary Grades 
{a) A. Attention to content is important, but does not take 
the place o f  attention to word recognition and word 
attack. 
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(d) B. The basic teaching method is suited to the poor readers 
rather than the goo d readers. 
(d) c. Children are directed to "first read silently ", then 
orally. 
(a) D.  The new lesson is fir st r ead orally and tran read a 
number of times silently to answer questions. 
(a) E.  The teacher varies her teaching methods with different 
groups. 
(a) F. Individual help is given by the teacher to some children. 
VI. Teaching Method in Middle and Upper Grades 
(a) A .  Word meanings are carefully taught 
(a) B. Word attack is systematically taught 
(a) C.  After children have tried various word attacks and still 
do not recognize w ords there is a provision for telling 
them. 
(a) D. Practice is given in telling what you have read without 
questioning 
(a) E. Practi ce is given in finding answers to questicn s 
(a) F. Practi ce is given in selecting important facts 
VII. Promotion Plan 
(d) A .  A fter all factors involved are studied, some children 
are retai ned to place them in their best learning 
situation. 
(d) B. Children are someti mes given extra promotion to place 
them in their adjustment group. 
(d) C.  There are holding points such as kindergarten, Grade I, 
Grade III, or Grade VI (underline one used) 
VIII. Sounding 
(a) A .  Teachers of all grades learn to teach all levels of 
sounding 
(a) B.  Soundin g is taught as needed 
( d) c. Sounding is taught according to a prearranged plan 
(a) D. Children are taught how to use sounding in their reading 
IX. Wide Reading 
(a) A .  Every day each child does some reading that is easy 
for him 
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(a) B. The teacher has a wide range of easy reading material 
handy when it is needed 
(a) C. The easy reading material is circulated for maximum use 
(a) D. A record of the child's reading, such as a ballot is 
kept as a guide to help in his reading 
(a) E. Home reading is encouraged but not demanded 
X. Reading in Content Subjects 
(a) A. If each ch ild has the same content book, the teach er makes 
sure each ch ild can read it. 
(d) B .  If they cannot read it, she has it read to them 
(a) C. If a variety of books are available on one subject they 
are at a number of reading-difficulty levels .. 
(a) D. The teacher demonstrates repeatedly how t ostudy each 
subject 
(a) E. Adequate reference books are available 
(a) F. Children are sti mulated rather than required to use them 
XI. Student Help 
(d) A. Good readers are used to head up reading group 
(d) B. Good readers help poor readers 
(a) C. Good readers help handle wi de reading materials 
XII. Tests and Testing 
(d) A. Survey testin g is given for supervisory �ur.poses only 
(a) B. An oral reading test (Gray oral or others) is given to 
help the teacher know the wo rk of each child 
(a) C. Regular reading tests to help the teacher are given �t 
the beginning and end of e ach year's work .. 
(a) D. Res ults from reading tests are studied to improve in­
struction 
.� 
1 5  
( a ) E .  Intelligence tests given t o  poor readers are non-verbal 
XIII. Remedial Teachers 
( a) A. They help all teachers to handle their own poor readers 
( a ) B. They help teachers by diagnosing individual cases 
( a) C. They help individual children who have fallen far behind 
( a ) D. They help children who have been absent to catch up 
( d ) E. They teach classes of poor readers 
XIV. Readi ng Clinics 
( a ) A. There is apublic school reading clinic 
( a ) B. The clinic is operated insuch a way as to-show the teach­
ers how to handle reading cases themselves. 
( a ) C, The clinic results are used to improve the teaching of 
reading in the whole system . 
XV. Special Clas ses 
-
(d) A. A� some levels there is sectioning on reading ability 
( a ) B. The mantally handicapped are removed fro m reading 
class es and put into special classes . 
II. ONE SEVENTH GRADE READING CLASS 
In our Junior High Schools the library is the homeroom 
for one of the four seventh grade sections. All other sections 
have a t  least one period weekly i n  the library, as do all four 
sections of the eighth grade. 
Since it is obvious that one can't do everything, the li-
brarian-teacher decided to limit her remedial reading efforts 
to the classes that spent at least three hours a week in the 
library. That limited the problem to two eighth grade groups 
and one seventh grade, the homeroom. group. 
The pla ns and practices th at seemed most effective with 
group 
the homeroom'are the same ones used with the eighth grade 
cla sses. For the purpose of this report reference will be made 
only to the thirty-two seventh graders wh o constituted the 
homeroom, and spent two hours daily plus one hour weekly, a 
total of eleven hours weekly in the library. 
Homeroom subjects to be taught include literature, social 
studies, English and spelling. In theory this may be called a 
core curriculum, with units of work carried on as needed. Actu-
ally there is a final achievement test in subject matter to be 
borne in mind, and the necessity to measure progress in text-
book learning cannot be ignored. 
In spite of the above necessity of meeting certain academic 
17 
requirements, the teacher was free to approach the semester's 
work in any way she desired. The physical setup could not be 
altered, nor the textbooks, and th e equipment and the materials 
could not be changed except in minor details. The problem then 
was "What do these children need, and how can we meet these 
needs?" 
There has been a growing concern im most educational cir­
cles that sbmehbw the schools should do more effective guidance 
of adolescents. This sch ool system has progressed, in that it 
has hired a trained counselor for the unit comprising twelve 
schools with about two thousan d school children. He has achieved 
a great deal in the special cases where only a psychologist is 
effecti ve;·wi th the deviates; the maladjusted,. the class in spP91�: 
education. 
The question has been raised many times, "Doesn't the nor­
mal child have problems!'" Can't there be some way of handling 
these problems, thereby, p reven ting p art at least of the so­
called serious maladjustments that require psychiatric aid. 
Group guidance may be the answer. 
As part of an in-service training study group, our school 
undertoo k a study of the needs and problems of our two hundred 
and fifty-seven eighth graders. The Mooney Problem Check List , 
was given by the home-room teachers. A table of results apply­
ing to reading and study skills for the thirty-two students in 
the home-room under discussion follows: 
TABLE I 
i'iOONEY PROBLEI-1 CHECK LIST 
PROBLEMS 
Getting low grades in school 
Afraid of tests 
Not interested in books 
Bashful 
Being afraid of making mistakes 
Failing in so many things I try to do 
Slow in reading 
Afraid of failing 
Worried abou t grades 
Not smart enough 
NO. PUPILS 
2 2  
11 
9 
13 
17 
1 2  
14 
1 8  
1 5  
17 
Each teach er chose one ioT what, appeared to be the major 
problem of these children as a term project to work out as she 
could. The librarian-teacher seemed to be the logical one to 
work on remedial reading, as that percentage of children who 
recognized their own handicap was surely large enough_ to justi­
fy special effort. The reasonable conclusion was that many 
others, even those of superior ability were not at their opti-
mum level in reading accomplishment. 
1 9  
Below is a table showing the distribution of scores on 
the "Iowa Silent Reading Test", New Edition (Revised Bm) Ele­
mentary test which was given to the seventh grade, March 9, 
1 953 . This was the first step in the intensive reading instruc-
tion which lasted until May 2 5, when another form of the same 
Iowa test was given . The scores were tabulated with the idea in 
mind, (for example, from 13 5 to 140) so a score of 13 5 was in­
cluded in that interval, but a score of 140 was included in the 
interval 140-14 5. 
TABLE II 
SCORES NO. PUPILS 
1 85 - 190 1 
1 80 - 1 85 1 
175 - 1 $0 1 
1 70 - 1 75 7 
16 5 - 1 70 2 
160 - 16 5 2 
155 - 160 8 
1 50 - 1 55 4 
1 4 5  - 1 50 3 
140 - 145 2 
13 5 - 140 1 
Total 32 
The class 'made' the following medians on this test: 
Score 1 57 
Grade Placement 7.7 
Bercentile 49 
Three months! work in intensive reading and the skills 
such as measured by the Iowa test should show even greater 
1 8  
divergence of accomplishment . The results of this testing, 
1 8. Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability,Long­
mans, Green Co�, New York, 1952, pp. 9 -12. 
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would be startling to the layman, probably the range from be­
ginning fifth grade ability to adult level of performance is 
a long stride, indeed, but is very likely to be found in any 
heterogeneous group of seventh graders. 
Poor reading is a very serious problem in our schools­
leading as it may to personal ity damage. In guidance 
we seek to help children find happiness, a sense of belonging 
and a feeling of worthwhile achievement. Prevention of illness­
or school failur�, is of infinite more value than trying to cor­
rect the failure or cure the illness after it happens. 
However,  one principle we find stressed in all textbooks 
and periodicals deal ing with both guidance and remedial read-
19 
ing is: "Go back to where he is-start from there. " 
So in our seventh grade, we find two children reading at 
fifth grade level, and seven othe rs sti ll at a sixth grade lev­
el of reading achievement. These need easy supplementary mater­
ials.in order to regain lost confidence, build up the sight 
vocabulary , speed recognition, practice in sounding, develop 
comprehension. 
That is almost a third of the group.  Perhaps there are 
many others who are no t reading with the skill and with as 
much profit as possible. While helping those below grade, it 
is part of the plan to do just as much for those bright, but 
often neglected, who seem to learn in spite of us . Their lives 
1 9, Paul Witty, Helping Children Read Better, Science Re­
search Assoc,, Chicago, 1950., p. 7. 
need sti mulation, too, and a broad ran ge of interests and a 
true love of learning may result, as we provide for their 
20 
needs. 
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The general plan the teacher followed was: Monday, Tues­
day, and Wednesday the first hour was an English class for the 
entire group. The students worked on special study skills, such 
as outlining, taking notes, preparing a report, and word study. 
by the group, 
Sometimes this was recognizedf sometimes artificiall y contrived 
by the teacher, who saw the need. 
The second hour on Monday , Tuesday, and Wednesday was a 
social studies class. Actuall y  this c lass was working on units 
set up arbitrarily by the textbook in use in the school unit.21 
This class starts with a vocabulary lesson if there is to be 
reading in the textbook. This is followed by both oral and 
silent reading in the textbook, and a great deal of work on 
comprehension. Details of this will follow in actual sample 
lesson plan. 
Thursday and Friday the fir st two periods are used for 
literature. These day s  include work in spelling. 
Wednesday afternoon, one hour is used for extensive read-
ing. The class keeps a record of their free reading on file. 
They are often asked to share their interests by telling inci­
dents from some especially liked books. This period the teacher 
20. Paul A .  Witty, School Life, "Challenging the Gifted 
Student, " Nov. 1952 ,  p .  2 7. 
21 . Wallace R.  McConnell and Helen Harter, This is � Work­
ing World, Rand, McNally and Co. , New York, 1947. 
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makes sure each child has material on his own reading level . 
The "adult" readers are encouraged to grow . Some are definite­
ly !:\killed 'rea ders - in this class. Very often the teacher 
contributes a chapter in some new book, or reads bits from 
some boo k  that she thinks may appeal to someone in order to 
widen his interests. Poetry is read in this period, biography, 
and current material, such as an occasional article in the 
Saturday Evening Post, "I Was A Hobo Kid1122 and "Thirty-Three 
Hours To Paris.;1123 The Readers' Dig est and our own Read maga­
zine, the bi-monthly class room magazine, have added to the 
pleasure and awareness of the world outside the classroom. 
Other magazines the class enjoy are: Boy's Life, American Girl, 
and many other s on homemaking, science, sports, and nature. 
Boys and girls of this age have similar interests. They 
want mainly horse and dog stories, sports, and western adven­
ture. The girls often like stories with a touch of romance. 
22 . Billie Davis, "I Was! Hobo, Kid, " Saturday Evening 
Post, Dec. 13 , 19 52 .  
23 . Charles A .  Lindberg, "Thir�-Three Hours To Paris, " 
Ibid. ,  April 11 , June 13 , 1953 .  
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A.  MOTIVATION 
Insight, that valuable a bi lity to appraise one's own 
abilities and deficiencies, comes largely with maturity . It 
is not too much to expect, however, that Junior High School 
pupils have some idea of their strengths and weaknesses in 
academic work. To discover why they are weak, and help them 
plan and carry out procedures that will result in improvement 
als o 
is the teacher's task. It is(up to the teacher to provide the 
motivation or desire to improve, 
One important factor in motivation of a child's reading 
interest is the physical setting. The reading room should be 
a comfortabl e, inviting refuge. Books themselves are decora­
tive, particularly if fresh and new ones are added regularly . 
Shelving that is or derly, but in easy reach of searching hands 
is important. Careful lighting, a variety in si ze of tables 
and chairs so that each student can be comfortable, are oth er 
essentials. Flowers and pictures help, too. 
The atmosphere of any classroom is set by the teacher.  
She can provide a warmth and welcome, a "Reading For Fun" 
(the slogan for National Book Week, November, 1 9 52)  attitude. 
A teacher who truly loves books can convey this by her own 
demeanor. 
The reading teacher who delights in literature will take 
time to share some of her interest in a special poem or story . 
She can transmit that interest, for enthusiasm is one of the 
most contagious emotions. If she is not skilled in oral reading, 
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or in story -telling, she should be teaching something other 
than literature. 
However, there are exper ts to help enrich the listening 
and viewing side of the reading program . Here the recordings 
of famous poetry can be used to advantage. The American Book 
Company has published "Three Albums of Poetry " with more prom­
ised soon. These include many of wide appeal to Junior High 
School age students, such as "Paul Revere's Ride," "Oh, Cap-
tain, My Captain, " "The Highway man, " ".Mandalay" an d  others. 
Many films dramatizing the classics can be used for mo­
tivation and enrichment. Following is a list o f  films avail­
able for use in this particular school which have been a 
direct aid to stimulating desi re for improvement and enjoy­
ment of reading: 
CORONET FILMS 
One Reel, 10-1 5 minutes, $2-$4 
Visual Aids Services 
Division of University 6£ Illinois 
Extension Services 
Champaign, Illinois 
1 .  Better Reading 
2 .  Getting The Facts 
3 .  How To Read A Newspaper 
4 .  How To Develop Interest 
5 .  How fo Judge Auth orities 
6 .  How To Judge Facts 
7. How To Observe 
8. How To Read A Book 
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9 .  How To Remember 
10 . How To Study 
11 . How To Think 
12 . How To Write Effectively 
13 . Keep Up With Your Studies 
14 . Know Your Library 
1 5. Build Your Vocabulary 
16 . Better Use Of Leisure Time 
1 7. Do Words Ever Fool You? 
1 8. Find The Information 
1 9 .  How Effective Is You r Readi ng? 
20 . How To Concentrate 
Classes in tests and measurements, books on psychology , ·  
guidance, and3 coE.nseling .. , all teach the value of rapport be­
tween teacher and student , counselor and client, principal and 
teachers, employer and employee. It is vital that people who 
work together have a common goal and understanding. 
The following quotation on the program for public education 
"Of every educable child, you th, and adult, " is nowhere more 
true than it is in the readi ng class: 
"All should have the king and amount of education that will 
{a) mak e him most useful to himself and oth ers accora­
, ing to the principles of American democracy, 
{b) lead him to understand principle and goals of our 
democratic way of life so that he may have a basis 
for his beliefs and loyalties, 
{c) help him to be an active and discerning particpant 
in local, state, and national concerns so that this 
country may have exemplary leadership in its govern­
mental affairs, 
(d) stimulate him to contribute all he can to the 
development and preservation of peaceful, and 
equitable world relationships and, 
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(e) help him recognize and understand the operation 
of natural laws in his environment" 
"Every individual shou ld be cognizant of the fact 
that he is part of the world drama. He cannot 
afford to sleep through the performance by devot 
'.ifig the major part of his time to reading comic 
strips, p lay ing with crossword puzzles or reading 
cheap fie tion. " 
"Clear th inking requires improved reading ability, 
better problem-solving ability·, and an understand 
.. ing of both scientific methods and basic scien­
tific knowledge. Reading must result in under­
standing, not simply the facts, but the implica­
tions of those facts. 1124 
So while the reading teacher bears in mind the distant 
goals, she comes to face daily with immediate needs and must 
attempt to meet them, she will need to establish a sense of 
friendliness and genuine interest in the individuals in all 
her classes. For a student to feel that his new teacher likes 
him is an important step toward the realization that their 
aims and goals are the same. 
It is desirable that a teacher be able to spend at least 
hal f of every day with her class. In that way, she can truly 
know them, and this is vital in an y  kind of guidan ce program. 
She should know their families, their homes, their out-of­
sch ool activities, their p lans for the future. A boys' fureak­
fast, or lack of it, may be a more significant key to him and 
24 . American School Curriculum, 31 st Yearbook, American 
Association of School Adminstrators, Washington, D. c. , Feb. 
1 953 ' p p .  1-2$.  
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his behavior than all the statisti cs she can gather concerning 
his Mental Age and Intelligence Quotient. 
So often a teacher knows how a student reacts, but has no 
time to find out why .  If group guidance has any chance of suc­
cess, the teacher must know the needs and meet them. 
Iaeally, then, the teacher and pupils know each other well. 
There is mutual trust and respect. There is activity in the rooms, 
and each individual has an important contribution to make. One 
teacher has only to mention the ;..o rd "picnic", and a child who 
is loath to take part, smiles and joins in the activity . There 
is the old-story about everyone going to a picnic and taking 
something for t he common lunch . No one enjoys the picnic, as 
much as he. who has brought something to share. 
As the students come to know each other, they begin to 
realize individual differences. One boy is extra "smart"-they 
all accept it, but expect more of him, as does the teacher . 
There is one who sings "like an angel "-but she can't read very 
well . Another is our star basketball player, but Ari�hmetic is 
very difficult for him. The point is that each has his place, 
his capabilities, and his needs. 
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B. METHODS 
To give an accurate report of the actual class activity 
which cons titued the intensive reading work of tre class over 
a period from March 9 to .May 2 5, 1953 ,  it seems advisable to 
include some pages on general pri nciples of readin g instruc­
tion used. These have been gleaned from many sources as w ill 
be seen in the Bibliography of this paper. 
I. General Principles of Remedial Readi ng 
a. Begin al ways with the reading material at the level 
at which the child can succeed. His average reading 
grade on the test will indicate his level. 
b. Build up confidence in ability to learn 
c. Select reading material in keeping with child's 
interests 
d. Give prais e for every slight success 
e. Note special difficulties, and arrange �rk which 
will help overcome these difficulties. 
f. Arrange progress charts and other ways of demonstr��­
'...iQg improvement so that the child can recognize his 
progress. 
g. Avoid unfavorable comparison with children who are 
more c apable. 
h. Retest after a few months to measure progress 
2 .  Possible Causes of Poor Readi ng 
a. Poor muscula r coordination of eyes 
b. Poor vision 
c. Slow rate of reaction, physiologically 
(1) Do not press the child for speed 
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(2 ) Praise accuracy and quality of work instead 
d. Inadequate eye movements 
e .  Inattention, emoticnal distrubance, lack of cooperation 
f.  Poor vocabulary 
3 .  Importan t Reading Skills 
a. Understanding ideas 
(1) Recalling details from context 
(2 ) Inferring details 
(3 ) Determining if a statement is true 
(4) Giving general significance of article 
b. Interpreting ideas 
(1) Predicting outcomes 
(2 ) Making comparisons 
(3 ) Drawing conclusions 
(4) Seeing relationships 
(5) Evaluating content 
c. Organizing ideas 
(1) Classifying information 
(2) Arranging related terms in sequence 
(3 ) Selecting main ideas and subheads 
(4) Summarizing 
(5) Outlining 
d. Understanding Word Meanings 
(1) Studying words with more than one meaning 
(2) Matching words and definitions 
( �) Inferring meanings from context clues 
4. 
e .  
Ways 
(4) Inferring meaning from word form clues (pre­
fixes, suffixes, roots, compound words, con­
tractions) 
Reading for different purposes 
( 1) Oareful readin g and rereading 
(2) Rapid scanning 
( 3 )  Looking up key words, or finding particular 
facts 
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(4) Rapid reading, for pleasure or in leisure time 
of Improving Reading and Study Skills 
a. Orient students before they start to read 
( 1) Use headlines, topic headings 
(2) Use all introductory material 
(3 ) Observe illustrations carefully and read picture 
captions 
(4) Read the subheads 
(5) Note any study helps or suggestions 
b .  Select materials on the student level 25 
c. 
(1) Characteristics of easily read materi al 
Ways 
(1) 
( 2)  
( 3 )  
( 4) 
(a) Sentence average about thirteen words 
(b) Simple sentences far outnumber complex 
and compound sentences 
(c) Difficult words are held to a minimum 
(d) Style is personalized by use of personal 
pronouns and words referring to persons 
of checking knowledge or concepts gained 
Discussion 
Class dictionary 
Writing for class on school paper 
Informal check tests 
25. Rudolph Flesch, The Art of Ii.eadable Writ ing , Harper 
Brothers, New York, N. Y., 1947, pp. 213-218. 
5.  Vocabulary Development 
a. Word sounds 
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(1 ) Start with beginning letter (consonant sound) 
( 2) Follow with blending sounds (bl, br, cl, er, 
etc.) 
b. Visual recognition 
(1 ) Correct auditory with visual perception 
( 2) Class can mark beginning of letter heard, or 
beginning or ending letter or blend 
c. Syllabication, (technique of dividing words into 
syllables) 
(1) A single consonant between two vowels is 
usually joined to second vowel 
(2) When a double consonant stands between two 
vowels, the syllable division is usually 
made between the two consonants (bet'ter). 
(3) When a consonant comes before a final ''le'' 
that consonant is joined with final syllable 
(cir'cle) 
(4) When a suffix 11ed11 is preceded by "d", "h", 
"t" "w" ' p" "r'' "11'' 11111 it forms a sepa­' ' ' ' ' 
rate syllable (melt'ed) 
d. Recognizing antonyms and synonyms 
e. Classifying words under different headings 
f. Root words, prefixes and suffixes 
6. Improving com prehension 
a. Teach children to visualize details 
(1) Select a passage full of sensory impressions. 
Ask pupils to read silently trying to form 
mental picture of each word or phrase 
(2) Example: 
"Imagine you are standin,:; on a busy street 
corner in a crowded city at the height of 
the evening traffic rush . Y ou hear a fire 
siren in th e distance. The traffic officer 
blows his whistle. 
What sen sory impressions did you build in 
your mind's eye? Did you see the traffic 
snarl, the fire trucks? Did you hear the 
sirens and the policeman's whistle? " 
b. Remembering important facts 
"A second reading is not a waste of.time. If 
you reread, say social studies material,you 
will remember more two months later, than 
you will twenty-four hours later after a 
single reading. If you do not try to recall 
important facts read in a single paragraph 
or article, you will forget almo�5 every­
thing you read in a s hort�. ti me." 
c. Building and testing concepts 
(1) Familiar words bµt unknown concepts such as: 
(a) � animals 
(b) ice iam 
(£) destroyer escort 
( 2) Unknown mrds and concepts such as: 
(a) radioactive 
( b) camouflage 
(3) Vague or incorrect concepts such as: 
(a) naval stores 
(b) tropical 
d. Ways of building con cepts 
( 1) Direct experiences 
(a) trips 
(b) interviews 
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26. Emest Horn ,  Successful Teaching with Read, head,, The 
Current JV,agazine for Youth, Am . Ed. Publications, Col, O. p.8. 
(c) excursions 
(d) collections 
(e) demon strations 
(f) experiments 
(g) local survey s 
(2) Vicarious experiences 
(a) audio-v±sual aids 
( b) pictures 
(g) talks by qualified persons 
(d) dictionary 
7. Oral Reading 
a.  Individual Analysis Chart for Oral Reading 
Name Date 
1 .  Can student be heard by everyone? 
2. Does he read sl owly enough and not 
run words together? 
3 .  Does he pronounce words distinctly? 
4. Is he free from tension? 
5. Is he natural and sincere? 
6 .  Is his speech convincing? 
7. Is his voice pleasing and cheerful? 
8. Is his voice pitched not too high or 
low? 
9 .  Variety of tone and pitch fo r life 
and co lor? 
10. Are p itch and tone appropriate to 
thought? 
11 . Does he make meaning clear? 
12.  Does he feel importance of selec­
tion? 
13 . Is listening group att entive? 
14. Is listening group responsive? 
Yes No 
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b.  Worthwhile Oral Reading Activities 
(1) Divide clas s into groups of about five s tudents 
with s imilar abilities in reading. Appoint good 
readers for leaders. Let group read orally from 
simple, fresh, easy to read material . Teacher 
goes from group to group giving guidance .  
( 2) Teacher may lead discussion of material read­
ask one student to read orally to answer specif­
ic ques tion raised. 
(3 ) Students may read sentence to 11prove" answers to 
questions raised. 
(4) Choral s peaking-reading in unison increases vo­
cabulary , improves language patterns and aids 
speech. May remove inhibitions and timidity, 
increase group feeling and unity . 
(5) Dramatic s elections appeal. 
(6) Oral reading gives teachers opportunity to 
analyze students'habits. 
c. Aims in Oral Reading 
(1) To improve voice and speech 
( 2) To establ is h desirable personality traits 
(a) Self-confidence 
(b) Self-expression 
(c) Poise 
(3 ) To find tha t success in oral reading stimulates 
all reading. 
8. Discus sion and Critical Thinking 
Group discuss ion is a teaching technique in which every 
student in the class is given an opportunity to: 
a. Express himself on s ubject being studied 
b.  Cons ider the viewpoint of others 
Group Discussion Is: 
a. A cooperative effort to us e facts in solution of a 
problem 
J.5 
b .  The testin g of facts proposed in solution of a problem 
c. The proposal of alternative solutions 
d.  The presentati on of divergent points of view on a prob­
lem 
A well organized discussion will have these steps: 
a. The disco very and definition of a problem or point of 
view 
b .  A brief exploration of the problem 
c.  The gathering of information 
d .  Re-definition and classification from additional infor­
mation which has been gathered ( or from new understane­
!ing of the problem ) 
e .  Summary 
A discussion calls for expert leadership: 
a.  Leader stimulates discussion by asking questi ons which 
will·arouse interest. 
b. Leader turns to s tudents most likely to make provoking 
answers. 
c. May need "shock" questi ons if discussion lags. 
d. Leader keeps group going in desired diredtion. 
e. Encourage questions from group. May reword or clarify 
question. 
f. Give unpopular viewpoints a hearing. Balanced discus­
sion requires that all have chance to be heard. 
g.  Leader helps find and define problem and summarize 
findings. 
h. Leader distinguishes between facts and opinions. 
i .  Leader sets and maintains atmosphere of good will and 
mutual respect. 
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9. Reading For Speed 
Before attempting to increase speed in reading in this 
class, the teacher looked into the common causes of slow 
reading and found th e following summary by Louella Cole: 
"a. Vocalizing 
(1) Loud whis pering 
(2) Faint whispering 
(3) No sound, but some lip movement 
( 4) No lip movemen t, but movement of vocal chords 
b. Errors in Eye Movement 
( 1) Number of fixations 
(2) Number of regressions 
(3) Hitting beginning of line 
c .  Word for Word Reading 
(1) Use of mirror showed regressions, fixation 
(2) Use of flash cards 
d. Other Elements 
(1) Jumping all over the page 
(2) Reading every other lin� 
(3) Reversing 
(4) Reading same line over 
( 5)  Skipping hard words. tt27 
Comprehension is all-important, but speed in reading is 
also a definite asset. There are many devices, some of them 
27. Louella Cole, Diagnosis of Slow Reading, Farrar and 
Rinehart, Inc. , New York, 1938, pp�-86. 
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me chanical , wh ich may be  us ed . Professor Guy T .  Buswel?, Un i-
vers ity of Chicago has 'de_v.eloped a ma ch ine cal led th e eye-
movement camera . This is used to re cord the eye-fixati ons of 
the person readi n g .Most p eople c an learn to ooiver an ordi nary 
line o f  type in three j umps , wi th sto ps of about on e-sixth of 
a s e cond . Overlong pau s es , needless backswings retard reading 
sp eed from 50 to 90 per c ent.  
A se con d ma ch ine Br . Buswell worked out is  meant to rem edy 
the f aulty eye-movement s  d iagnosed by the first . This is a pro­
j e cto r which flashes th e words mn a s creen a phrase at a time . 
As  th e speed can be controll ed , a s tudent can start out at 
around 200 words per minute and gradual l y  in crease the s peed 
until up to his maximum . Most normal adults read around 300 
words a minute , but many people can e as ily l earn to read as 
fast as 500 wo rds a minut e .  
In th is c lass , motivating s eeme d t o  b e  th e most important 
facto r  in increas ing s peed . Charts were made like the one below. 
Careful record at weekly in tervals showed improvement from the 
start . The mere phys i cal fact that time is involved-the aware­
ness tha t one is ch e ck ing speed caus e s  s ome progres s , adds to 
the self- co nfiden c e  of the studen t . He c an s ee by his chart 
tha t  he is improvin� and is surel y not , therefor e , as ho peless 
as he may have thought . As th e c ur ve ro s e ,  so did th e interest . 
And the c o mpeti ng with one ' s  s el f  appeal ed to th e grou p .  
The chart used was the followin g one adapt ed from the 
one s uggested by Dr . Harris  in his book : 28 
HOW I IM.Pf{) VE IN READING 
COMPREHEN S ION 
100% 
90 
$0 
70 
60 
50 
40 
Mar . Mar . Mar . Mar . Apr . Apr . Apr . Apr . May 
Date 9 16 23 3 0  0 13  20 27 4 
SPEED 
Words per min . 
500 
t.oo 
'300 
250 
200 
1 50 
100 
20 
J efferson J unior H igh School 
7 : 3  
3$  
May 
2 5  
2$ . Albert J .  Harris , How T o  Increase Reading Abil ity , Long­
man ' s ,  Green , and Co . ,  N ew York , 195 2 , p .  477. 
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No me ch an ic al devices , f lash cards , tachistos copes , 
Metron-o- s c opes , etc , were us ed in th is clas s .  It was con-
s id ered tha t "a developmental reading program whi ch creat es 
fluent , intell igent read ing through balan ced attent ion to  
word recogn ition and comprehen s ion , oral , and silent reading , 
and exten sive , independen t read ing , should result in adequate 
rat e of readi ng as a by- product . 11 29 
29 . Ibid . , p .  473 
C .  WAYS OF USING SO CIAL STUDIES �;A TERIAL FOB. TEACH ING 
READING 
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S ince the reading teacher who was responsible for the 
langua ge arts and soc ial studi es taught this class, sh e us ed 
a good many of the problems brought up in connection w ith 
"This Is A Working Wor ld" as a fram e of reference for 
ing le sson �. 
read-
In gen eral terms , the c lass used the ir s tudy of Geography 
to learn the se study sk ills : 
1 .  Reading for specific deta i ls 
? .  Reading for implied details 
a. Interpretation of facts 
b .  Relationships between facts (Sheep vs. Farm 
Lan ds, Tro pical Rain For ests vs. Deserts) 
3.  Reading to get wor d  mean in g (context c lues) 
4 .  Reading to g et Ihain, ideas 
a. T it les 
b. Topic sentences 
c. Subj ects for tal k or report 
To make this mor e cl ear , a sample lesson as it was actually 
taught follows : 
SAMPLE LESSON 
Specifi c Obj ective : 
Reading for impl ications, interpretati on of facts, reali-
zation of re lati on betwe en cause and effect , to draw inferences 
and conclusions. 
Material To Be Used: 
Social S tudies textbook, Unit in Farming, page 53 -76 , 
Geography of !; Working World by Wallace R.  i'icC onnell a nd 
Helen Harter, Ra nd McN ally Co. , 1947 . 
Problem: 
What does the amount of rainfall have to do wi th agri-
culture? 
S etting : 
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Material has been read silently for other purposes during 
unit of work on farm ing around the world, therefore, facts to 
brough t out are already familiar; but their i¢plications and 
relationships need tying together. 
Approach: (Possible Conversation) 
Teacher: Good Mor ning ! Isn't this a lovely day? 
Pupil: It's pouri ng down rai n! 
Teacher: Does rain sp oil the day for you? 
Pupil : We ca n ' t pla y outside. 
Teach er :  That is true . But does rain make a bad day for 
e veryone? 
Pupil: It is bad for people who work out of doors. 
Teacher : Do you know o f  anyone who wo uld be delighted to 
see th is rain? 
Pupil : There wasn't much ra in last summer and not much 
rain this winter, so perhaps the people at the 
Water Works might be glad to see it rain. 
Pupil: My Dad says we need a good rai n.  
Teacher : You live on a farm, don't you? Why does your 
father think we need rain? Does he have plenty 
of water for his animal s to drink? 
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Pupil : Ye s ,  but th e ground dries  out and in , order t o  grow, 
s eeds requ ire mois ture . It is almost s pring-plant­
ing time . 
Teacher : So  we need rain s  in the Spring in order to in sure 
our cro ps . Is the re any other t ime of t he year 
that we espe c ially need ra in ? 
Pupil : All dur ing the growing s easo n we need rain . 
Teacher : We ' ve been studying farming in different p arts of 
the wo rld . C an  you think of a pla ce wh ere there 
is an over-abundan ce  of rain? Let ' s turn through 
the pa ges in our farming un it , and see if we can 
find all t he  referen ces to rain as it affects 
growing conditi ons . 
Pupils may s kim through text and sh�uld be able to arr ive 
at �uch interpretati ons an d impli cati ons as the foll owing : 
1 .  The fir st farmer s pro bably l ived in e ither the 
N ile or T igris -Euphrates Valleys . 
2 .  They cou ld see that see ds s prouted on ly where 
the earth was mo ist . 
J .  Irrigation i s  an arti fi c ial way o f  providing 
mo isture where other necessary growing condit ions 
are favorable . 
4 .  Growing cro ps d epend not only on how much rain 
falls , but on what s easons bring th e rain . 
5 .  Animals require water t o  l ive j ust  as people do . 
So rainfall is importan t  t o  herdsmen as well as 
to farmers . 
6 .  Rainfall goes farther in l an d s  tha t  are not very 
hot .  A l and of s canty rainfall but high and cool , 
will grow crops better than a hot , low region with 
the s ame amount of rainfall . 
7 .  Rain washes away loose topso il , therefor e meth ods 
s hould be us ed which hold the topsoil and permits 
the water to be absorbed instead of draining off 
in to t he steeams . 
$ . The high est  standard of living , and the most pros ­
perous s ection s  o f  t h e  world , are in pla c e s  where 
abundant ra infall is added to the oth er favorabl e 
aspects of locati on , latitude , and cl imat e .  
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D .  THE LIBRARY 
Gone are th e days , it is hop e d ,  when t he t eacher groan s  to 
see the new books dog-eared an d l imp by the end of the s chool 
year . Rather she should be proud of her suc c e s s  when books are 
read and enj oyed by her pupil s . This group read an average of 
two books a week from March to J une 193 5 .  
Indi viduals read as many as fi ve books a week which meant 
that they carr ied two or three home each week end . The l ibrary 
records sh ow a 50% in crease in circulation over th e s ame period 
in 195 2 . In June , 1953 , 167 volumes were s en,t ':. c· �l to the b ind­
ery to be freshened again for next year . C ertain over-us ed vol­
umes were reordered . One boy remarked as he was helping perfect  
the shelving dur ing the last week of s chool- 11There ' s  ' Lou Geh­
rig'  l I ' ve been looking for him al l year . Guess I ' ll be the 
first one back in the fall ,  so  I won ' t  miss him again . "  
C ertain goo d readers were besieged with "Help me find a 
book about Paul Bunyan , or abo ut a via ti on , or abou t  the j ungle , "  
for example .  "Save it for me , will you , pl eas e ? "  was a daily 
request . 
Different tast e s , interests a nd needs were noted as th e 
teacher turned throu gh the file  where the 3 x 5  cards were kept , 
on wh ich each ch ild k e pt a s impl e record of his free reading . 
More and mor e the interests becam e  d ivers ifi ed . By th e end of 
the year , the interest in n on-fi ction was a pparen t .  S ince read­
in g int erests may be stimulated in many d ifferent places , cred­
it for an avid devou r ing of s c ien ce mater ial s hou ld go to the 
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very stimulating s c ie n c e  t eacher who met th is group four hours 
a week . 
A unit in soc ial studies  created a deman d for poetry books . 
The class was evaluating the year ' s  work in so cial  studies by 
summariz ing some of t he bas i c  concept s  learned on th e s ubj ect 
of work.  One gro up dec ided to contribute poetry on that topi c . 
There was H enry Van Dyke : 
Let me but do my work from day to day 
In field and market • • • • • • • • •  
In a l ighte r  vein , Sara Teasdal e ' s :  
do 
I meant totmy work to day 
But a brown bird sang in an apple tre e  • • •  
W .  H .  Davi e s  "Leisilre " :  
What is th is l ife , if full of  care 
We have no time to stand and stare • • • • • • •  
The se  are sample s that added to t h e enjoyment , and there 
foll owed an amaz ing upsurge in c ircul ati on of poetry antholo­
g ie s .  Other exam ples of specific  stimulations cou ld be gi ven 
from many of the othe r cla ss e s  out side th e home-room . There 
was t he tri p the cla s s  made to S pr ingf ield . Before and after -
wards , biographies of L incoln were in demand . One good biog­
raphy led to ano ther , and that became a new fi eld of interest . 
It  should be stressed tha t as children are all alike , in 
some ways , they are all different . By comparing th e ir l ibrary 
readin g re cords , a definite growth toward maturity could be 
seen . True , reading i s  still a chore for s ome , and t h e ir meagre 
interest in the magic world of books remains a proble m .  Perhaps 
we can never make them all lover s of l iterature , but through 
th e years we can try to g ive them ,  at l east , a pee k ins ide th e 
door . 
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In th e ne wer readi ng t extbooks on e noti ces an increas ing 
awarene ss of t he publ ish ers to t he need &' teach ing reading as 
such in t he Junior H igh Schools . This grou p was abl e to use 
L i ppinlrott ' s  new "On Jour Own , "  and "Looking Ahead . "  Most  of 
th e mater ial is co ntemporary and fresh . The informal exercises 
and tests t hat a c company th e s el e c t ions are non-tradit i on al 
but challenging . 
This c lass was parti cula rly thrilled wi th a sto ry ti tled 
"A Mother in Mannvi ll e , "  by Marjori e Kinnan Rawl ings from 
"Looking Ahead . "  It is an unfinish ed type o f  story which caus ed 
di s cuss ion for days as to how the n ext cha pt er could have been 
writt en . 
In "On Your Own �' , the favorite s to ries  wer e , "That Wor th-
l e s s  Dog , "  by Rich ard Cor yell and "Fran c ie N olan "  by Betty 
Smith . 
The latest seventv and e ighth grade reading books published 
by th e Amer ic an Boo k Company were enj oyed by many" of . the stu­
dents . They are "World of Adventure" an d "Wor ld of Peopl e . "  
These are somewhat more difficult than the t ext us ed throughout 
. 3 0  
the unit , and were found valuable for the most advan c ed grou p .  
The un it o n  "Stage Stru c k "  was espec ially popular , a s  ther e  has 
been a dearth of goo d mat eri al for " play act ing" fo r this age 
group . 
Right here att en tion shou ld be c alled to t he int erest and 
value that dramati z ing has for Junior High School students . It 
appears to be a univer sal illus ion t hat acting abil ity is a 
3 0 .  J acob Ross , Adventures in Reading , Harcourt , Brace:  an d 
Company , 1948 , New York . 
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s e cret gift innate in all . The teach e r  found no more useful 
too l  to rid the group of s elf- con sciousness , fear , and t imid­
ity th an an appearan c e  before the footli�hts .  The play 
most en j oyed by the class was "A Bunch of  K eys . 113 1  
This play was presen ted a s  a cl ass  pro j ec t  dur ing "Nation­
al Children ' s  Book Week , "  in Nov ember . There were as many c asts 
as wer e ne c e s sary to incl ude all who vo lunteered t o  t ake  part . 
All casts pr e s en ted the ir version befor e an audien ce at some 
time . Those who were still too inhibited to be actors were 
eager stage hands , property men , co stumers and ushers . The 
teacher made a mental not e  at th at time to loo k further into 
t he use o f  dramati c mat er ial throu ghout the year . The exper­
ie n c e  was outstanding in its appeal to t he group . 
31. Ibid . , p .  228 
I I I . EVALUATION 
At th e end of t en weeks of  mak ing everyday a day where 
th e c lass met, not on ly as a happy frierid�y, cohesi ve g1mup t o  
work to gether on lan guage arts and social studies ,  but also 
on t he t ask of becoming "lit erat e " -there was a per iod of evalu­
ation . What ha d been accompl ished? Was it worth wh ile to direct 
so much time and energy on the one problem of reading? 
The premis e all a long had been that "No one can be ver­
sati le and adaptable in our s o c iety unless  he c an read and 
wr it e . Ill iterates are blocked at every turn of t he road . The 
ability to read gi ves on e an amazing freedom in f in d ing solu­
t ions to problems . 113 2  How well or to what extent had th at been 
ac compl ished was the problem .  
Following is a table showing th e group ' s  ach ievement on 
the Iowa Reading T est . This t est  was given on May 29 , 1953 . 
TABLE I I I  
RESULTS O F  IOWA TEST 
S cores 
18 5-190 
180-185  
175-180 
170-17 5 
165-170 
160-165 
1 5 5-16Q 
1 50-1 55 
145-150 
140-145 
13 5-140 
Total 
No . Pupils 
1 
5 
2 
3 
8 
3 
5 
4 
1 
3 2  
MEDIAN S :  S core---166 Grade Placement---9 . 2  Percen t ile 73 . 
3 2 .  Ameri can S chool  Curr iculum 3 1st Yearbook , Amer .  Assn . 
of S c hool Admin istrators , Feb . 1953 , pp . 28-130 
Comparison of the March 9 results and the May 29 res ults ,  
show a medi an gain of 1 . 5 years in reading ability as  measured 
by these tests . Here are the compiled result s  side by s ide to 
ma ke the improvemen t more graphic : 
TABLE IV 
COli,PARISON OF IOWA TESTING 
Scores 
N o . Pu:£2il s  
Mar . q Mav 29 
1 85-190 1 I 1 180-18 5 1 5 
17 5-180 1 2 
170-17 5 7 3 
165-170 2 8 
160-165 2 3 
1 5 5-160 8 5 
1 50-1 5 5  4 4 
145-1 50 3 
140-145 2 
l 1 'i-140 1 1 
Total • • •  3 2  3 2  
B elow are th e median s obtain ed by th e group on both t e st s : 
Median 
S co r e  
TABLE V 
GROU P YiEDIANS 
Mar . 9  
1 57 
Grade placement 7 . 7  
Per c en t i l e  49 
May 29 
-
166 
9 . 2  
73 
Surely one a nd one-hal f year ' s  progress in l earn ing t o  
read is  more  than o n e  could normally predict for a t en -week 
per iod t In t his  conn e ct ion here are the portions of the 
Cal iforn ia Achiev ement Tests , that are given t o  all at the 
end of the school year , which apply to reading skills to t his  
same group .  
TABLE VI 
CALIFORNIA TEST hESULTS 
.MAY 28 , 1953 
Grade pla cement Vocabulary 
10 . 5-11 . 0  2 
10 . 0-10 . 5  4 
9 . 5-10 . 0  1 
9 . 0- 9 . 5  5 
� . 5- 9 . 0  0 
8 . 0- 8 . 5 6 
7 . 5- 8 . 0  3 
7 . 0- 7 . 5  3 
6 . 5- 7 . 0  4 
6 . 0- 6 . 5  4 
Total N o .  Pup{ls . � • ''l .. .. .. ..  J 2  
M�dwn· Score�,; ' "  . . . 8 .  3 • <- .. <' •. ., 
Comprehens ion 
3 
2 
4 
2 
9 
l 
6 
3 
2 
0 
J2 , 
8 .7 
The me dian , while  s t ill comfortably above 7 . 9 ,  wh ich was 
the pres ent grade pla c ement , is lower than that shown by the 
Iowa Tests . It appeared to be the s c ientific and mathemat i c al 
vocabularies included in the C al iforn ia Test s , on wh ich the 
studen t s  were weak . Per haps that need was overlooked . Then 
whi l e  both tests  measure c ertain types of  reading , they do 
not measure ent irely the same sk ill s .  
While general i z at ions are interesti ng ,  the individual 
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is the main po int of interest to the teacher who s e  class th i s  
was . Knowing as s he do es  ,many_cfthi quirks of chara ct er that 
make up each individual member , s he can s pend a great deal of 
profitable time reflecting on individual results . H ere is the 
comparat ive record for Mar ch ·�nd May for one boy whom we shall 
c all Wayne . 
Wayne 
Iowa Tests March May 
Score 146 1 56 
Percent ile 21 46 
Grade equivalent 6 . 2  7 . 6  
C hronologi cal age 12-9 12-11 
Age equival ent 11-5 12-10 
Another child whos e  problems were s evere was Roger . Let ' s  
see  how Roger progressed , if at all . 
Roger 
Iowa Tests March May I 
S core 13 9 146 
Percent ile 9 21 
Grade equival ent 5 . 5  6 . 3  
Chronolog ical age 12-7 12-9 
Age equivalent 10-6 11- 5 
Both of these boys  had been having diff iculti es in adjust-
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ment for a per iod co vering several years . N either was a be­
havior problem , except for himself . \�'ayne was an unhappy boy , 
aggressive , talkative , convin ced that the wo rld was a s inister 
place with all its forces all ied against him . His home l ife 
leaves much to b e  des ired , and the s ituat ion there is eome ­
th ing with wh ich the s chool is unable to cope . The s chool 
c ou n s e l o r  work e d  with Wayne , but was not satis fied with his 
results . To be effe ct ive , c o unseling wo uld need to be g iven 
to the parents first of all . 
On the other hand , Roger has responded to counseling . He 
has become this year , a happy interested boy with a great deal 
of ins ight into his own defic ienc ies . He works very slowly , 
wh ich may account for his poor showing on tests , as these were 
time d tests , and pres sure of t ime is ha rd on Roger . S ometimes 
his teacher felt that he  was completely unoriented as to t ime . 
He  would st ill b e  looking for a pen c il to sharpen when some of 
the class had finished an exerc ise . Still , he s hows a growth 
of about t en months , whil e  Wayne ' s  shows more than a year . 
Thinking of these two boys- "the probl ems 11-the teacher re­
calls tha t oft-ouoted say ing of Ruskin , "Education do es  not 
mean teaching pe ople wh at they do not know- it me an s  teaching 
them to behave as they do not behave • • •  " 
At the upper end of the c lass is Davi d .  H i s  personal record 
wh ich follows is of int erest to the teacher be cause he was the 
mos t outstanding student in the class . A Wechsler Bellevue Test 
of IV:ental Maturity, given May 5 ,  1 953 , s howed his I . Q .  to be 
146 . D id the reading program do anyth ing for h im? 
David 
Iowa Tests March May 
S core 185 186 
Per c ent ile  99 99 
Grade eouivalent 16 . 3  16 . 3  
Chronological age 12-7 12- 9 
Age equivalent Adult Adult 
No measurable im provement ! He , and the half-do zen others , 
nearly as capable need to grow in breadth rather than in he ight . 
They are the ones who are so often negl ected in our schools . 
"The gifted child pre s ents a definite chall enge to any teacher 
who is conc erned about the welfare of each ind ividual pupil • • •  
to see tha t  his curiosity and his  interests are stimulated 
an d directed , and to help h im choose the wo rk for whi ch his 
talents best f it h im • . •  The agile m inds of thes e gifted pup ils 
must be c onstantly fed . ''3 3  
The teacher was careful t o  s e e  that David an d his group 
were not bored . They were not re quired to do the dr ills  for a 
skill they had mastered . Their read ing mater ials were aimed at 
enrichment of t he ir curriculum , and the skills pre s en t ed to 
them were on an adult l evel . 
"The s chool should be conc erned about average a c h i evement 
fo r tho s e  of high abil ity fully as muc h as with failure of 
those  wi th low abil ity . 113 4  
3 3 . Paul Witty , School Life , "Chall enging the Gifted Stu­
dent , "  November , 19 52 , p .  27 . 
3 4 .  Ibid . , p .  52 . 
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The int an gible s-these are the gains hoped for , for this  
grou p of '!adult "  readers . One o f  them , Dean , remarked near the 
end of the year , "I  wi sh we could start aga in and do the whole 
year over . "  H eart-warming pra i s e , that ! Perhaps the t eacher 
got as much out of it as the pupils .  Isn ' t  that why there are 
teachers in s pite of all the drawbacks to the profess ion ? 
Suppo s e  we take a look at one who was exactly in the 
middle  of the grou p in March ,  before the int ensive read ing 
ins truction start ed . What pro v,r e s s  has t his middle student 
achieved? H ere is George' s record : 
George 
Iowa Tests March May 
Score 1 57 166 
Per c ent i l e  49 73 
Grade equival ent 7 . 7  9 . 2  
Chronological age 12-3 1 2- 5  
Age equival ent 13 -0 16-0 
One interesting if not s ignif i can t fact is  that GeorGe 
is st ill exactly at the c lass median . 
This proj e ct would have been a mor e s ign ificant under­
taking if a control group cou ld have been us ed . The crowded 
cond it ions within the s chool , however , mad e  that imposs ible . 
It hardly s eeme d fair to c ompare th is v,rru p wi th the other 
three s e ct ions of the seventh r,rade in this Jun ior H igh School 
witho ut s ett ing the program up with the groups comparable as 
to age and mental maturity . S ince tha t  couldn ' t  be done e ither , 
due to crowded cond i tions and other phys i c al factors , this  
t eacher had to rely on such dat a as have been giver1 here , on 
the on e grou p .  
What shall we say o f  t he four in the class for wham the 
Iowa test resul ts  s howed a decrease? One-Sandra , had exactly 
the sam e  as in garch . C ould this be accounted for by her 1 2� 
days' absen ce?  Larry hR.d a drop o f  six po ints.t H owever , his  Cali­
fornia Achievement Test results , given May 28 , 1953 , s howed a 
grade placement of 8 . 1  in reading . Gary , who was al ready read-
ing at adult le vel , showed a drop of five po int s .  John , who 
also reads at adult l eve l ,  dropped two po ints . John is deaf and 
was without his hearing a id on the day of the second t est . Per-
haps the dire cti ons weren ' t  cl ear to him . The t e sts  were d iffer-
ent , and that in itself would produ ce s ome change . The vo cabulary 
of one may be famil iar and the other one less famil iar . There 
are also the emot ional factors to con s ider . Sandra ha s a skin 
allergy . Perhaps her ha nds bothered her . Maybe Larry lacked 
eno u�h slee p ,  maybe Gary had tro uble  with his brother on the 
way to s chool . Tho s e  are the unknown factors , 'l':hA emotional needs, 
3 5 
" s e c urity , recognit ion , love and affect ion and new exper ience " 
also 
do not . only shape one ' s oer sonality but?' determine to a 
large exten t how we ll or how poo rly a student wi ll d o  any spe cif-
ic task . Phys ical needs must also be met . It  is po ss ible that 
Gary had a headach e ,  or any other number of physical caus es  
could enter into the results . 
3 5 .  Marjorie C isgrove and Iviary Jo sey , Family Living .:.l er ies , 
''About Yoy'' , Sc ience Research Assn . , Chi cago , Ill . , v . l ,  p .  13 . 
5 5  
Teaching read ing i s  a most satisfy ing experience . And j ust 
as the children ' s  mo st l ikely react ion comes in the quest ion 
"How ' m  I do ing ! "  so the teacher feels a glow of pr ide at the 
succ essful c ompletli:o il . ,  of a school year . She has wo rked hard , 
the children were happy , loved and loving . They l earned a great 
deal -the tests pro ve that ! -the t eacher learned even more . She 
closes her school room and goes home , her he ad st ill s pinning 
plan s of what s he might have done . Ah!  Just wait unt il next 
year ! 
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